11: AWSOME food! - In the restaurant aux pieds
humides, the clients queue in the street, get in and
all plunge a huge fork into a cauldron where they
fish out what they could: a piece of meat, if lucky
or a carrot. How much does such a meal cost?
One … (U. Eco, The Prague Cemetery) 12. The
poor old woman sells this confectionary at the
market corner (K. Hamsun, Hunger) 13. Jun
adds this food item in the instant noodle soup,
while discussing with Kenji the murder in the
newspaper: .......balls (In the ...soup, R.
Murakami) - Character created by P.G.
Woodhouse whose name is G. D'Arcy
"Stilton" .........wright (P. G. Woodhouse, Jeeves
& Bertie book series).

HORIZONTAL
1. Cicikov is offered this traditional, simple,
Russian broth when he visits Manilov for the first
time 2. Food ingredient prominently featured in
Hamsun's novel, Hunger 3. Simonini's grandfather
warns him about Jews- their "smell" is due to
excess use of ....... and onion. (U. Eco, The Prague
Cemetery) 4. That yoga sound - You find these in
the kitchen and at the parties thrown by
Simonini's abbots (sg.) 5. Not even the goods
sent from home could save Fritz Rothein,
moribund from the House of Berghof. His parents
sent ......... and spiced eel (T. Mann, The magic
mountain) 6. Food trends are …! - After escaping
from Constantinople, Baudolino and Niketas find
refuge around a hot meal: It was a bronze pot full
of .......... and pork, bones not entirely stripped,
and Phrygian cabbage, saturated with fat (U. Eco,
Baudolino) 7. The other Murakami's soup 8. Au
Recherche du Cancale in rue Montorgueil used to
have the best ........ in Paris; Simonini goes there
for lunch with Brafmann (U. Eco, The Prague
Cemetery) - Low-carb nuttbar! 9. Otilia Einstein!
- City in the US claiming credit for California Rolls
10. During their very first meeting, Kenji tells
Frank this drink is especially expensive and best
avoided (R. Murakami, In the ... soup) - See 10
horizontal: type of the aforementioned drink

VERTICAL
1. Made with a handful of parsley, a few anchovy
fillets, a clove of garlic, the yolk of a hard-boiled
egg, all finely chopped with olive oil and vinegarthis paste is added to the soup by Simonini's
grandfather. ......... VERDE (U. Eco, The Prague
Cemetery)
3. Piece of oven-baked meat
enjoyed, usually beef, enjoyed by all
4.
Umberto Eco's travelling companion (essay) Rainbow colored candy invented by Fred and
George Weasley: Ton-Tongue ... (J.K. Rowling,
Harry Potter series) 5. With the money from the
"stolen candle", our hero treats himself to a
serving of .... (K. Hamsun, Hunger) 6. Fresh
water fish, served at the impromptu feast given at
the Head of Police (N.V. Gogol, Dead Souls) - Type
of world's cuisine best describing the cooking in
Ryu Murakami's novels 7. Many times, Baudolino
and his friends have eaten this casserole dish,
made on the open fire (U. Eco, Baudolino) 8. In an
act of desperation, our hero asks the butcher at
the meat hall for this food item (K. Hamsun,
Hunger) 9. The peasant girl offers her body to the
monks for this food item (U. Eco, The name of the
rose) - You receive it after a meal away from home
10. A dish from a distant (fake) memory from a
dinner taking place at Cafe Anglaise, in Paris.
Among other, Simonini remembers the ......de
turbot au gratin (U. Eco, The Prague Cemetery)
11. Invited at the feast given by the Head of
Police, Sobakevici finishes this dish all by himself
in less than 15 minutes (N.V. Gogol, Dead Souls)
- A golden symbol
13. Popular chocolate candy eaten by Ron and
Harry, which comes with a much sought for card
(J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter series) - Hans Castorp
and his cousin Joachim have this soup during their
very first meal together in the House of Berghof.
Soupe d'.... (FR) (T. Mann, The magic mountain).

Notes

